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INTRODUCTION
Impronta Etica is an association of companies formed in 2001 to promote and develop 
sustainability and corporate social responsibility.

In 2018, Impronta Etica set up a Work Group with its member companies entitled “SDGs 
for companies: innovation opportunities and impacts on business” which led to 
the publication, in June 2019, of a document which sets out the results of the process 
undertaken with members.

In 2020, thanks to the contribution of the tender of the Emilia-Romagna Region “Premio e 
contributi innovatori responsabili”, Impronta Etica further developed the document, adding 
to the structure and contents and supplementing it with a specific section dedicated to 
the good practices of member and non-member companies, collected in the form of a 
survey in which around 50 companies took part.

Over the last few years, Impronta Etica’s members, each with their own different 
priorities and methods, have approached the theme of the 2030 Agenda by integrating it 
increasingly more in their company strategy and planning. The document reports several 
good practices implemented by some member companies as proof of the fact that they 
recognise the importance of the 2030 Agenda and they are committed to pursuing one or 
more Sustainable Development Goals.

THE UNDERLYING MOTIVATION OF THE HANDBOOK

The 2030 Agenda and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are becoming an 
increasingly more legitimate reference framework and guide for the development of a 
strategic approach to company sustainability. Bearing in mind the nature of the SDGs, 
companies not only have the chance to be part of a change towards greater global 
sustainability, but also have access to new market opportunities and guide growth and 
innovation, by innovating business models.

In this context, the updated document constitutes a handbook for companies of all sizes 
and in all sectors interested in learning about and taking a strategic approach to the 2030 
Agenda, and aims to be a tool for helping companies put theory into practice through 
the identification of a possible process.

GUIDE TO READING

The handbook is composed of two sections:

1. FIRST PART: THE GLOBAL SCENARIOS AND 2030 AGENDA. This section takes an in-
depth look at the global context, the main new developments of the 2030 Agenda 
and the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic crisis on the realisation of the Agenda.

2. SECOND PART: GOOD PRACTICES.  The second section collects and analyses 
good practices adopted by member and non-member companies that are 
committed to pursuing one or more Sustainable Development Goals. From July 
to September 2020, Impronta Etica circulated a survey to collect the good 
practices of companies regarding the strategies implemented for the attainment 
of one or more SDGs (Annex 1). After having analysed the sample of companies 
concerning: a) size, b) regional origin, c) sector and d) number of Impronta Etica 
members with respect to the total, the information collected by the survey was 
analysed and summarised by adhering to the approach of the process outlined 
by the Work Group in 2018. For each chapter, the most significant aspects are 
summarised based on the size of the companies, i.e. small, medium-sized or 
large. The document also reports the quotes from companies and boxes which 
offer a detailed description of the strategies adopted by the organisations.
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FIRST PART
THE GLOBAL SCENARIOS AND 2030 AGENDA 



MEGATRENDS IN SCENARIO 2030 

Megatrends are powerful forces able to determine structural changes in the global 
economy, guide innovation, redefine company priorities and business models. In other 
words, megatrends are complex processes capable of influencing society, the economy 
and people’s lives. Identifying megatrends is an essential activity for companies, as it 
enables them to understand the context they are operating in and, therefore, be in a 
position to anticipate the threats and incumbent risks.

One of the Reports that highlights the risks of the near future and their interconnection 
is the Global Risk Report published each year by the World Economic Forum  (WEF)1. The 
Report is the result of a survey that involves more than 750 global experts and decision-
makers, who were asked to rank their biggest concerns in terms of likelihood and impact. 
The 2020 edition of the report – circulated shortly before the outbreak of the health 
crisis connected with Covid-19 – shows that the biggest concerns in the short-term 
concern economic confrontations and domestic political polarisation, while taking into 
consideration a more extensive period of time, attention shifts to the environment and the 
climate. In fact, for the first time since the start of the survey, the top five global risks 
relate exclusively to environmental issues. 

Impronta Etica has also developed an analysis of the scenario which it presents by 
identifying – starting from a desk search of the main reference sources2 – five megatrends 
interconnected with each other and potentially affecting our future (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 The megatrends in scenario 2030 

Source: Reprocessing by Impronta Etica
1  The Global Risk Report is available to download from the World Economic
Forum websit: https: //www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-risks-report-2020 

2 The reprocessing of data is based on the analysis of different research papers. In particular:

- “Global Risk Report 2020” del World Economic Forum
- “Global Trends to 2030” del European Strategy and Policy Analysis System
- “What’s next for sustainable business?” di SustainAbility 
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The five megatrends identified are:

1. Climate crisis
2. Technological revolution
3. New demographic structures
4. Geopolitical instability
5. System vulnerability

Some of the detailed considerations are outlined below.

The climate crisis manifests itself in many ways, those with the biggest impact are 
rising temperatures and the subsequent scarcity of resources. In order to tackle 
this crisis, companies must draw up resilience plans and rethink their production and 
consumption models from a more circular perspective to increase the efficiency of the 
resources used.

New technologies, the cornerstone of all megatrends, will be able to meet the different 
challenges head on and make it possible to achieve an even more closely connected 
world than the current one. In this context, the challenge for companies relates to 
the job market and its profound evolution due to the mismatch of skills, technological 
unemployment and the impact of automation and robotics.

The “New demographic structures” megatrend considers two aspects: gradual 
population increase and ageing and the expansion of cities . The first one has a 
significant impact on companies, which will see their internal structure modified in 
relation to an older workforce, less inclined to do a labour-intensive job and less 
prepared for changes connected with technological transformation. The expansion in 
cities may, by contrast, be an advantage for many firms, given that large cities, which 
have adequate infrastructures, are often the ideal location for attracting the most 
talented people. 

Geopolitical stability is propelling us towards an increasingly more turbulent unilateral 
world of great power rivalries instead of working together. In said context, it is even 
more important to reinforce the concept of “geopolitical multi-nodality” which 
considers the creation of nodes – and not hubs – between countries. Instability and 
uncertainty can also open the doors to extreme political positions and populism 
which lead to greater difficulties in the government of countries and a potential 
increase in conflicts. The result of this situation is the introduction of nationalisation 
policies or unexpected changes in supply or export costs following the introduction 
of customs duties, aspects that negatively impact businesses. Another consequence 
of geopolitical instability concerns the increase in social problems which include 
aspects like poverty, economic and social inequalities, growing migration flows and 
the increase in the crime rate in urban areas. In this context, leading companies need 
to think, increasingly more, about creating not just economic but social value to help 
deal with the problems in their local communities.

The latest megatrend “System vulnerability” is related to the health, economic and 
social crisis that hit our planet at the start of 2020 and which has thrown the spotlight on 
our already fragile systems. Among the ones hardest hit have been the health system, 
severely put to the test in dealing with the emergency, the economic system, which 
has proved to be extremely vulnerable to changes and the political system, which has 
highlighted the need for cohesion between the stances taken by the various countries 
and the risk of the rise of new authoritarian systems. Lastly, all this has impacted the 
social system, especially if we consider the rise in poverty and inequalities. The current 
crisis, with various systems crumbling, is also impacting, above all, companies, that are 
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now faced with a huge, unexpected challenge. This emergency situation has, in fact, 
highlighted the need for companies to be more resilient , i.e. be able to predict risks, 
know how to adapt to the changing context and innovatively manage problems.

Therefore, significant global changes are in progress which influence our way of living. In 
this context, Agenda 2030 plays a fundamental role, as it proposes a different approach 
to the one employed up to now, based on the concept of sustainable development: 
development that meets the needs of the current generations without compromising 
the ability of future ones to meet theirs. In order to respond to the continuous global 
changes it is therefore necessary to embrace a forward-looking approach for the 
implementation of the 2030 Agenda, as this makes it possible to avoid or mitigate the 
negative effects and quickly adapt to the constant changes.
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2030 AGENDA: ORIGINS AND STRUCTURE

On 25 September 2015, the governments of the 193 member countries of the United 
Nations approved the Global Agenda for sustainable development and the associated 
17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which aim to lead the world towards a more 
sustainable future by 2030. The 2030 Agenda stems from the now shared awareness 
that the current global development model is unsustainable, not just on the 
environmental front, but economically and socially too. It is therefore necessary to 
set targets to change the way we operate. 

The Agenda presents 17 Goals structured into 169 targets and more than 240 indicators on 
the basis of which each country will be periodically monitored by the United Nations and 
international and national public opinion. These are wide-ranging and complex targets 
which include problems such as climate change, sustainable consumption, innovation in 
all fields and the importance of ensuring peace and justice for all. The SDGs have been 
conceived and designed primarily:

•	 to end poverty, hunger and inequalities;
•	 to tackle climate change and preserve the environmental ecosystem;
•	 to adopt quality education and health systems affordable to all;
•	 to construct solid institutions and positive and fruitful partnerships.

These objectives are deemed “universal” given that all countries and all inhabitants 
are required to make an effort to direct the world onto a sustainable path, no longer 
distinguishing between developed, emerging and developing countries, even if the 
problems may be diverse depending on the level of development reached. This means 
that each country must undertake to define their own sustainable development strategy 
which enables them to reach the SDGs, by reporting the results achieved as part of a 
process coordinated by the United Nations.

The implementation of the Agenda also requires meaningful involvement from 
all sections of society, from businesses to the public sector, from civil society to 
philanthropic institutions, from Universities and research centres to information 
providers and cultural groups.

The detailed presentation of the 17 goals and respective 169 targets is available on the 
website of the Alleanza italiana per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile ASviS3 at the link.

3 L’Alleanza Italiana per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile (ASviS) was established in 2016 with the aim of raising the awareness of the Italian society, 
economic stakeholders and institutions about the importance of the 2030 Agenda and to mobilise them in order to pursue the Sustainable 
Development Goals.
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WHAT POINT ARE WE AT WITH THE 2030 AGENDA?

Four years on from the adoption of the 2030 AGENDA and just over ten years out 
from the finish line, the 2019 Report on the Sustainable Development Goals of the 
United Nations4 shows that, despite the fact the world is making progress in many 
critical areas, more rapid and ambitious actions and policies are needed to achieve the 
necessary economic and social transformation to attain the SDGs. The most critical 
areas are connected with the fight against climate change and inequalities: in the 
former case, the catastrophic and irreversible effects of not immediately reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions will make many parts of the world uninhabitable, affecting 
the most vulnerable in particular; while many countries are experiencing an increase 
in inequalities, poverty, hunger and disease. In order to respond to this situation, the 
United Nations’ Report highlights some areas of action which may bring significant 
progress concerning all 17 goals: finance, resilience, inclusive and sustainable 
economies, more effective institutions, action at local level, better use of data 
and digital transformation.

As shown by the 2020 ASviS5 Report, the situation in Italy is in line with the international 
one. In fact, it is believed that, despite the progress made, the measures adopted by the 
public and private sectors and the international organisations do not appear to be up to 
the challenge we are facing. In particular, the Report shows that improvements were 
made in eight areas in Italy between 2010 and 2019; sustainable food and agriculture, 
health, education, gender equality, energy system, innovation, sustainable production 
and consumption models, fight against climate change.

At the same time, however, six areas worsened: poverty, water, economic and work 
condition, inequalities, terrestrial ecosystem and international cooperation.

Lastly, a stable performance was reported for SDG 11 (Sustainable cities and 
communities), SDG 14 (Life below water) and SDG 16 (Peace, justice and strong 
institutions).

Also concerning the 21 targets that Italy should have reached by 2020, the situation 
seems to be altogether unsatisfactory: in fact, in twelve cases, our country appears 
to be some way off the reference values, from the reduction of victims of road traffic 
accidents to the number of young people not in education, employment or training 
(NEET), from cities’ definition of plans for the management of natural disasters to the 
protection of biodiversity.

A second report shows that the development of the Italian situation with respect to the 
pursuit of the 2030 Agenda is the 2020 SDGs Report6 published by Istat. The report 
shows that the overall performance of the goals compared to 10 years ago and with 
respect to the previous year is generally positive, given that more than half of the goals 
are improving, therefore, recording positive performances, while just a small number of 
goals are recording worse performances. 

4 Source: United Nation, “The Sustainable Development Goals Report 2019”, 2019

5 Source: ASviS, “Rapporto ASviS 2020”, 2020

6 Source: Istat, “Rapporto SDGs 2020”, 2020
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Figure 2: Overall
trend-based 
performance of 
the goals concerning 
the previous 10 years 
and the previous year

Source: Istat “SDGs 
Report 2020”, 2020

A glance at Figure 2 and, therefore, a comparison with the first graph – the overall trend-
based performance of the goals with respect to the previous 10 years – and the second – 
the overall trend-based performance of the goals with respect to the previous year, allows 
us to confirm that, over the long-term, we are witnessing significant improvement, 
but that there has been, in the last year, tapering off in improvements in sustainable 
development.

Lastly, by comparing the Italian situation with that in the other countries worldwide, the 
SDGs Index Score 20207 shows that Italy is in 30th position, with a score of 77, where 
zero means that the sustainable development targets are not being fully met, while one 
hundred means that all the country’s choices are consistent with the 2030 Agenda. 

The data just analysed show that a long and difficult path lies ahead in terms of reaching 
the targets, even more so considering the effects of the Covid-19 emergency, for which 
we will have the first evidence in the analyses published over the next few years. To 
attempt to direct the world down the road of sustainable development, by therefore 
encouraging all the players involved, the United Nations launched its latest initiative in 
2020: the Decade of Action8 . This initiative makes provision for accelerated solutions 
to all the biggest challenges set out in the SDGs, ranging from poverty to gender issues, 
climate change and inequalities. 

The Decade of Action has identified three objectives to reach in a short space of time, to 
achieve the objectives set out in the Paris Agreement on Climate Change:

•	 Institutions and companies must rethink the narrative on the connection 
between the SDGs and the matters that concern young people, by pursuing 
efficient communication strategies, to be implemented through the joint work of 
the media, social and policy makers.

•	 Raise the bar for national commitments, through tools like:

•	 strengthening of key national commitments on the fight against 
climate change, to be defined at Cop26;

•	 the demonstration of greater commitment within the context of 
international meetings on gender equality, biodiversity, sustainable 
transport;

•	 a constant review of national sustainable development plans and 
financing frameworks, to guarantee the resources needed for change.

7 Source: Cambridge University Press, “The Sustainable Development Report 2020”

8  Source: United Nations, Decade of Action
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•	 All sustainable development players must aim to reach tangible and immediate 
results for those most in need, like: improvement in battery technology 
powered by renewable energy; the availability of access to funding for countries 
at climate risk; the removal of subsidies for fossil fuels; the creation of shared 
consensus on the need for food consistent with the SDGs.

Aside from the United Nations, there are various political institutions in the scenario 
which state their intention to make a concrete commitment to reaching the objectives by 
2030. As regards the political decisions taken by these institutions, a guiding role is being 
performed increasingly more by the commitments assumed by the European Union 
which, over the last few years, has decided to put the Sustainable Development Goals at 
the centre of the process of preparation and implementation of European policies, marking 
a clear change of pace for Europe. The commitment to the 2030 Agenda of the European 
Commission guided by Ursula von del Leyen and chaired in November 2019 has been 
evident from the outset, with the assignment to each commissioner and Vice President 
of the mandate to ensure the pursuit of the SDGs as part of their responsibilities. From 
a content point of view, by contrast, the European Commission’s programme is based on 
a key initiative which could represent a turning point for attainment of the SDGs, i.e. the 
European Green Deal9 presented on 11 December 2020. The plan does not incorporate 
all the targets of the 2030 Agenda, but supplements it with a plan for the implementation 
of the European pillar of social rights and brings together in a single framework the 
contents of a new European strategy for achieving the 17 goals. In fact, thanks to the 
Green Deal, a series of objectives have been defined that are consistent with the goals 
and values of the 2030 Agenda. In particular, the European Green Deal provides for:

•	 Becoming the first climate-neutral continent by 2050;
•	 Protecting human life, animals and plants by cutting pollution;
•	 Helping companies become world leaders in clean technologies  

and products;
•	 Contributing to a just and inclusive transition.

In order to achieve these objectives, the European Union will provide financial support 
and technical assistance to help the people, companies and regions most affected by the 
shift to a green economy. This relates to the so-called “just transition mechanism”10, 
supported by a fund of at least € 150 billion.

9   More information on the European Green Deal: https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_it

10  More information on the just transition mechanism: https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/

actions-being-taken-eu/just-transition-mechanism_it 
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THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON THE 2030 AGENDA

Our planet was struck by an unforeseen and unprecedented crisis at the start of 2020, 
caused by the spread of the Covid-19 virus, which is having a profound impact on our 
world and our way of life.

At first glance, the crisis seemed to be primarily a health-related one, but the pandemic 
soon had a major adverse impact on other systems and, in particular, on the economic 
and social systems. As regards social capital, the crisis had negative repercussions 
on income (Goal 1), on food supply (Goal 2), on access to health services (Goal 3) 
and educational services (Goal 4), also augmented by gender-based violence (Goal 
5). The pandemic is having a considerable negative impact on economic capital too, 
due primarily to the drastic reduction in productive capacity (Goal 8), causing more 
dramatic consequences on the poorest areas (Goal 11) and on conflict areas (Goal 
16) and therefore highlighting the need for international cooperation on health (Goal 
17). The effects on natural capital, lastly, were positive during the first shutdown of 
socio-economic activities, but could quickly become negative in the second phase of 
recovery if the correct waste disposal measures are not adopted (e.g. masks, gloves, 
but also disposable plastic used in catering)11.

In other words, the Covid-19 pandemic has brought an abrupt end to virtuous activities 
targeted at achieving many of the targets of the 2030 Agenda and, in some cases, has 
reversed the progress achieved over the last few years, therefore jeopardising the 
attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.

The United Nations12 have also highlighted that, if more resources had been invested 
in the last five years in achieving the SDGs, countries today would have a more solid 
foundation for withstanding systemic shocks and could rely on universal health 
coverage, as well as on more sustainable economies. For these reasons, drastically 
increasing the rate and scope of the efforts to be made in achieving the SDGs is 
considered an urgent matter.

The United Nations have also emphasised how the interconnection between the various 
goals will ensure that the negative effects of the pandemic have consequences for the 
majority of the goals. In fact, as already pointed out, the Covid-19 is a systemic crisis 
which has highlighted the vulnerability of not just our health system, but also the social 
and economic system (Figure 3).

11  Source: ASviS, “Rapporto ASviS 2020”,  2020 and other contents published by ASviS during the health emergency, which 
     can be consulted at  the following link. 

12  Source: United Nations, “Shared responsibility, global solidarity: Responding to the socio-economic impacts of COVID-19”, 2020 
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Figure 3: the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on all SDGs.

Source: UNDESA «Covid-19 affectingallSDGs»
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Today we are facing a dangerous threat, that is the abandonment by companies and 
institutions of the long-term approach targeted at sustainability issues and, therefore, 
the desertion of the pursuit of the 2030 Agenda, to follow a model focussed on the 
short-term able to cover the economic costs of the crisis. The latter approach is unable 
to systemically tackle the consequences of the crisis, manage any future risks or threats 
and does not enable the long-awaited sea change towards a sustainable future.

The main sustainability players are in agreement in affirming that, now that the world 
is preparing to face a new economic crisis of global proportions, abandoning the 2030 
Agenda is not a wise choice. In this context, it becomes even more important to adopt the 
2030 Agenda as a reference point and as a framework for rebuilding our economy 
through innovation that can turn risks into new development opportunities. The 
Sustainable Development Goals encapsulate the main factors of development for a healthy 
and prosperous economy in the long-term. In fact, we need to strengthen and improve 
our economic and social system in the face of this shock to make it more resilient 
and with a view to greater environmental, social and economic sustainability that 
ensures no one is left behind. And this can only be achieved if we stay on the path 
mapped out in the 2030 Agenda.  
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COMPANIES AND THE 2030 AGENDA
 
The 2030 Agenda considers businesses one of the most important entities in achieving the 
17 Sustainable Development Goals. By aligning company strategy with the SDGs we can 
create a more inclusive, fairer and more sustainable world.

Companies from all over the world, of any 
size and productive sector, are called to 
make a contribution to the 2030 Agenda 
through the development of new sustainable 
business models, investments, innovation, 
technological development and multi-
stakeholder cooperation. The key element for 
companies is indeed innovation: businesses 
can and must attempt to marry innovation 
(product, service or process) with 
sustainability, in order to develop, through 
innovative technologies, new sustainable 
solutions and in line with the SDGs.

Realising the 2030 Agenda therefore 
requires the involvement of companies 
which, in turn, enjoy a huge advantage if 
they decide to integrate the goals internally. 
In other words, the 2030 Agenda and the 
pursuit of the SDGs may represent, for the 
private sector, an important development 
and growth opportunity. Integrating the 
Sustainable Development Goals means, for 
companies, improving their ability to prevent 
and manage risks, having the opportunity 
to innovate their business, attracting 
new and valuable personnel like the new 
generations and building and reinforcing the 
confidence of stakeholders, especially that 
of its investors who are seeking sustainable 
investments increasingly more. In a world 
that is focussing more keenly and urgently 
on more sustainable business models, not 
following the path mapped out in the 
2030 Agenda could see companies being 
excluded from new market and growth 
opportunities and, subsequently, a loss 
of competitiveness.

How much are companies actually involved these days in reaching the Sustainable 
Development Goals? The available data13 show that, globally, 72% of companies mention 
the SDGs at least once in their respective Sustainability Reports, therefore showing a 
healthy level of knowledge and involvement with respect to the theme of the 2030 Agenda.

13  Source: PwC,  “Creating a strategy for a better world”, 2019. 

FOCUS

INITIATIVES FOR SPREADING THE 
2030 AGENDA AMONG COMPANIESE

Over the last few years, a number of initiatives 
have been implemented to disseminate the 
themes of the 2030 Agenda and to help 
companies that need to implement the Goals.  
Some of these initiatives are:

•	 SDG Action Manager: this on-line 
platform, developed by the United 
Nations Global Compact and B Lab, helps 
companies to measure their progress 
towards attaining the objectives. It 
is a tool able to provide participating 
companies with a sustainability 
assessment, by identifying the areas for 
improvement, critical areas and current 
good practices.

•	 SDG Ambition: the United Nations 
Global Compact launched SDG 
Ambition, a global impact initiative 
that helps businesses to integrate 
the Sustainable Development Goals in 
their company strategy and to measure 
and monitor their performances.

14
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In particular, the most popular SDGs among businesses are: decent work and economic 
growth (Goal 8); climate action (Goal 13) and responsible consumption and production 
(Goal 12). By contrast, the less mentioned goals are: zero hunger (Goal 2), no poverty 
(Goal 1), life on land (Goal 15). The increasingly greater focus by businesses on the 
environment and, on climate change in particular, is encouraging, while the lack of 
engagement in those goals that concentrate on more social aspects such as hunger and 
poverty still remains worrying.

Lastly, for businesses to integrate the goals, they need to map out a very clear strategy. 
In 2018, Impronta Etica set up a Work Group made up of member companies which led to 
the definition of the necessary logical process – modelled in figure 4 – for supporting 
businesses with the gradual awareness and integration of the SDGs in their company 
dynamics, from a strategic perspective.

Figure 4. The analysis process approached in Impronta Etica’s Work Group
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A brief description of each identified phase is provided below14. 

AWARENESS 

The first step of the process is the in-depth analysis of knowledge of the contents 
of the 2030 Agenda and the 17 SDGs. It is very important to take a detailed look at all 
169 targets to understand the specific interpretation of each Goal, to grasp the terms 
in which it may be of relevance for the business and how it may determine an impact. 

INTERNAL ANALYSIS

After having analysed the contents of the 2030 Agenda in depth, it is important to 
approach an internal analysis which makes it possible to understand what the most 
important SDGs for the business are, what the areas of greatest impact are and 
what the possible strategic objectives to be achieved are.

INNOVATION AS OPPORTUNITY

An extremely important consideration that a business needs to approach right from 
internal analysis and right across all subsequent phases concerns opportunities 
related to innovation in the framework of the 2030 Agenda.

The SDGs represent enormous potential in terms of market opportunities 
for businesses, which must be able to strengthen their ambitions in terms of 
sustainability and innovation: new mind-sets, business model innovation, disruptive 
technologies, partnerships.

INTEGRATION IN THE STRATEGY AND PLANNING 

After having grasped the contents of the 2030 Agenda, analysed the impacts and the 
degree of control over the individual Goals and reflected on innovation as an opportunity, 
the third step of the process is the integration of the SDGs in the strategy and in the 
strategic planning, by defining the priorities, objectives, actions and monitoring indicators.

REPORTING

The 2030 Agenda and the 17 SDGs are a potential reference framework also for 
sustainability reporting. Regardless of what the reference reporting standard is, the 
SDGs can be used both at the content definition phase, therefore by taking them into 
consideration in preparing the materiality matrix, and as a reference for describing the 
impacts recorded and the objectives set.

COMMUNICATION

Communication centred on the SDGs, lastly, envisages specific effects: 

•	 Within the company, the SDGs become the common language for the 
integration of sustainability and continuous improvement, and are a reference 
for a strong company mandate with respect to sustainability issues.

•	 Vis-à-vis stakeholders in general, opportunities are created for constructive 
dialogue and the creation of new relationships.

•	 Vis-à-vis potential partner stakeholders (other companies, institutions, 
local associations, etc.) opportunities may be created for collaborations, joint 
projects, partnerships.

14  In order to access the full document which shows each phase in more detail, consult the following link.
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SECOND PART 
GOOD PRACTICES



ANALISI DEL CAMPIONE 

In July and August 2020, Impronta Etica promoted a survey aimed at identifying good 
practices at companies - of any size and sector – in relation to the implementation of 
strategies to reach one or more of the Sustainable Development Goals.

A total of 49 forms were compiled: 14 small companies took part in the initiative, 13 medium-
sized companies and 22 large companies15. Therefore, we can deduce that small and medium-
sized companies account for 55% of the sample of companies that took part in the initiative.

Many companies – 29% of the sample – come from the agri-food sector while all other 
companies are distributed equally between the other sectors. However, other important 
sectors are represented, like the IT sector, advisory services, financial services, multi-
utility and mechanics. 

15 Company size refers to the criteria identified by the European Commission 
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Companies with o�ice outside
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By contrast, as regards company origin, most companies are located in the Emilia-Romagna 
Region. A total of 88% of the companies have their office in the Emilia-Romagna Region, 
while just the remaining 12% comes from other Italian Regions. The area of Bologna is the 
most represented by the respondent companies.

Out of the 49 companies that filled in the form, 18 are member companies of Impronta 
Etica, roughly 60% of the company base.

The results of the forms filled in are reported and analysed below. The information has 
been classified according to the five phases of the process identified by the Work Group 
set up by Impronta Etica in 2018 by focussing, in particular, on the differences between 
small, medium-sized and large companies.
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AWARENESS

The majority of the 49 companies that filled in the form say they have a good knowledge of 
the 2030 Agenda. In fact, the responses show significant awareness of the importance of 
both sustainability as a company strategy and the themes outlined by the 2030 Agenda, which 
is very often used as a framework in which to map out the company activities and strategies.

The overwhelming majority of small companies have sound knowledge and awareness 
of the theme, distributed homogeneously at all company levels, also thanks to the often 
reduced size of the workforce. Many small companies that replied are sustainability-
oriented, offering an innovative and sustainable product or service and adopting a 
business model in line with these principles.

[Consorzio Solonatura – Logistics and purchasing on behalf 
of a fruit and vegetables cooperative group]  “We firmly believe 
that the 2030 Agenda can bring advantages for business and 
company competitiveness. In fact, we believe that only companies 
that are “truly” sustainable will have a future”.

[Exe.IT – IT] ”As a Benefit Company, we intend to pursue one 
or more common benefit objectives and operate responsibly, 
sustainably and transparently about people, local communities, 
regions, the environment and other stakeholders”.

[Social Seed – Consultancy] “We were formed to help third 
sector organisations onto the paths of innovation, therefore we 
consider the Sustainable Development Goals relevant both for 
our core business and for that of the organisations we support”.

The medium-sized companies that responded to the questionnaire also have a high 
degree of awareness of the importance of the roles that companies play in achieving the 
Sustainable Development Goals. In addition, this sample of companies includes some 
entities that are new to approaching the sustainability issue and, in order to start out on 
the process towards the innovative integration of sustainability, have chosen to take the 
2030 Agenda as a reference point.
  

[COIND S.C. – Food industry] “The organisation has decided to 
implement a process that will also take into consideration the 2030 
Agenda and will lead to the drafting of the first Sustainability Report 
by 2021 and the creation of a system of values in favour of sustainable 
development”. 

[Montenegro Group – Food industry] “The 2030 Agenda offers 
us the opportunity to have a more systematic approach and with 
integrated long-term projects. For the products that we deal with 
and the position we have, themes like, for example, supply chain 
sustainability – which translates to high-quality products – are 
extremely important for us”.
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Lastly, large companies show, on average, a higher level of awareness than medium-
sized companies. Many companies have specified that the level of knowledge of the 2030 
Agenda is not well balanced within the company: those responsible for these issues and/or 
the top management are more prepared and aware than the other organisational units. To 
overcome this obstacle, many of these companies have stated they are firmly committed to 
involving all levels of the company to disseminate greater awareness and knowledge of 
the 2030 Agenda within the organisation.

[Camst Group - Collective catering /facility management]  
“We are working on internally disseminating a culture of 
sustainability and ensuring everyone shares its benefits. The 
President has also asked the General Management to integrate 
the sustainability goals in the new strategic plan – being 
prepared – to increase the awareness and responsibility of the 
social, environmental and economic impact of our activities on 
stakeholders”.

[Coop Alleanza 3.0 – Large-scale retail trade] “The pursuit of 
the objectives of the United Nations 2030 Agenda is explicitly 
indicated in Coop Alleanza 3.0’s mission among the key 
objectives of the Cooperative, therefore the SDGs are for us a 
strategic reference, which we are tangibly applying through our 
three-yearly sustainability plan”.

[Emil Banca – Financial sector] “Our cooperative credit 
vocation involves the implementation of activities that have a 
positive impact on the local area in which we operate and on 
our stakeholders. In order to achieve this objective, the company 
has set up a sustainability committee and a department which 
monitors these issues”.

[Bonfiglioli Group – Manufacturing sector] “The Group firmly 
believes that sustainability, taken to mean environmental/
energy, social and economic sustainability, integrated into the 
business processes, is a powerful tool for competitiveness and 
development”.

[Tetra Pak - Manufacturing sector]  “Our focus on sustainability 
includes our entire chain of value. We do it because we know 
that we can build a more sustainable future only by addressing 
the interconnected nature of the environmental, social and 
economic challenges that lie before us. We use the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals to help us prioritise our 
efforts and we have assigned the most relevant one to each of 
our three areas of sustainability”.
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Two examples are provided below of companies that are keenly aware of the importance 
of the 2030 Agenda for companies and they use this awareness to outline their work and 
their activities.

ARCHIMEDE R&D

Archimede R&D is a small company founded in 2006 by young entrepreneurs 
from the world of chemistry, with the objective of developing more efficient 
and more sustainable products and technologies, able to minimise the use of 
chemicals and their impact on health and the environment.

Archimede R&D strongly believes in the 2030 Agenda and, for this reason, 
bases its principles on economic, social and environmental sustainability. The 
company is aware of the benefit that responsible behaviour can bring – both 
social and consumption-based – in terms of avoiding waste and recycling as 
much as possible. It also believes that the company is a place to be able to 
grow, both professionally and intellectually, through training, experience and 
sharing. The objective is to make the working experience as positive as possible 
by concentrating on aspects like flexibility, opportunity, training and creativity. 

EURO COMPANY  

Euro Company is an Italian company that produces, selects and sells nuts 
and dried fruit.

In order to closely stick to the points indicated in the company mission and 
have a clear path to follow to be increasingly more sustainable, Euro Company 
has decided to sign up to the UN 2030 Agenda. In fact, Euro Company believes 
that the process outlined in the SDGs allows companies to plot out the route to 
take, by guiding the vision, values and practical daily actions to be implemented 
to generate a substantial social and environmental impact.

According to the company, adhering to the 2030 Agenda and measuring its 
commitment to pursue the SDGs ensures the company has a great possibility 
of directing its long-term sustainability plan by involving stakeholders in this, 
given that the 2030 Agenda makes it possible to:

•	 Obtain greater appreciation from the consumers and customers 
most attentive to sustainability-related issues;

•	 Obtain greater recognition from the market, by setting itself apart 
from its competitors in the same sector;

•	 Attracting and retaining the best talents;
•	 Inspiring investors focussed on all things sustainable.
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INTERNAL ANALYSIS 

The majority of companies that filled in the form declared that, after having analysed the 
contents of the 2030 Agenda in depth, they launched a process – more or less structured 
– which enabled them to best understand the most relevant SDGs for their activities and 
the areas of greatest impact. By contrast, a smaller number of companies establish which 
objectives are to be reached for every Goal that is relevant for company activities. Lastly, 
a large number of companies have introduced elements of innovation (product, service 
and/or process) in their company activities consistently with the guidelines outlined in the 
2030 Agenda.

A raft of strategies and approaches have been adopted in this second phase. Generally 
speaking, small companies outline the relevant SDGs for their business and the associated 
targets to be achieved based on the activities that the company carries out and the 
impacts these have for their stakeholders. The level of innovation applied to company 
processes instead remains high.

[Giunko – Green Tech]  “The most relevant SDGs have been 
identified – more specifically Goals 11, 12 and 13 – based on the 
focus of our activities and the areas in which our company can 
provide a tangible contribution in terms of sustainability”.

[Sara Cirone Group Benefit Society – Strategic consulting 
and non-financial information]  “We have made provision for 
common benefit activities in our articles of association and, in 
relation to these, we have identified the areas of the 2030 Agenda 
on which to focus our work. Similarly, the objectives to be reached 
for each SDG were identified based on our corporate nature, the 
cornerstone of the objectives we aim to reach and the context in 
which we operate”.

By contrast, medium-sized companies apply a more specific strategy to realise this 
second phase. In some cases, the companies have stated that, by analysing the megatrends 
and the impact these have on their work, the most relevant SDGs and the objectives to be 
reached have been identified. In other cases, the companies have entered into partnerships 
with universities and other experts, or even still the decision has been taken to make 
reference to tools that organisations like the Global Compact or the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) make available to companies. Reporting activities for many companies have 
also made it possible to implement this second phase, especially during the definition of 
the materiality matrix.

[IGD SIIQ – Retail real estate] “During the process of definition of 
the materiality matrix, the most relevant SDGs have been selected 
consistently with the material issues and the core business”.
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[Up DAY – Meal vouchers and benefits for employees] 
“Through dedicated work groups, we have identified the most 
relevant SDGs. The objectives to be reached in strategic terms 
for each SDG deemed relevant have, instead, been identified as 
part of the activities targeted at the preparation of non-financial 
reports”.

The results obtained for large companies are highly similar to those obtained by 
medium-sized companies. Unlike the latter, however, large companies focus closely on 
the involvement of stakeholders and, in particular, the top management in order to 
realise this phase.

[Autogrill - Food and beverage] “During the drafting of Afuture 
Roadmap 2016-2018 which groups together the strategic 
sustainability objectives to be reached at Group level in the next 
three years, the most relevant SDGs have been identified”.

[Barilla – Food industry]  “By correlating the stakeholders item 
with the Sustainable Development Goals, it has been possible 
to understand, with greater precision, the challenges that 
characterise our sector. As a result of this analysis, we have 
established specific objectives in order to provide a concrete 
contribution to the United Nations 2030 Agenda, today and in the 
years that lie ahead. We annually monitor the attainment of these 
objectives and, with a view to continuous improvement, in 2020, 
we launched the process to redefine the objectives that form the 
basis of our activities”.

[Consorzio Integra – Construction]  “Through the assessment 
and the materiality analysis, the most relevant SDGs have been 
identified. The objectives connected with each relevant SDG, 
instead, have been identified through both benchmarking activity 
on the sustainability reporting of similar economic entities and/or 
operating in the same reference sectors and about the company 
objectives of the Consortium. The list of themes obtained has 
been subject to an external assessment – through interviews with 
stakeholders and members of the Supervisory Board – and an 
internal assessment – through a workshop with the managers of 
the company functions and members of the Management Board”.

[Eurovo Group – Food industry]  “By analysing both the projects 
in progress and the strategy and objectives for the next few 
years, the most relevant objectives of the 2030 Agenda have been 
identified. This has allowed us to contextualise the activities, 
commitments and projects, focus on the ones with the biggest 
impact and put them concretely into action, reaching the objectives 
more quickly”.
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The strategies and tools used by two companies to identify the most relevant SDGs and 
the associated objectives to reach are presented below.

EPSON ITALIA  

Epson Italia is part of the Epson Group, one of the leading players in the IT sector.

Starting from the “Management philosophy” which identifies sustainability as 
a fundamental aspect in guaranteeing the company’s existence in the long-
term, Epson has created a matrix of correlation between the themes that 
characterise Corporate Social Responsibility, grouped into Environment, Social 
and Governance, and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. An additional tool 
used to identify the most relevant SDGs and the associated objectives to be 
achieved is the materiality matrix. In fact, the six materiality aspects have been 
identified that generate significant impacts from an environmental, social and 
economic perspective, and which can influence stakeholders’ decisions. The 
material issues have, finally, been connected with the most practical objectives, 
the Sustainable Development Goals.

WAY2GLOBAL  

Way2Global is a benefit and B Corp certified corporation that offers translation, 
localisation, interpreting and internationalisation services to all companies that 
wish to open their business to the international market.

After an initial phase of significant “awareness-raising” of the importance of 
the 2030 Agenda for business, the organisation identified the most relevant 
SDGs by developing, in-house, an integrated and proprietary ISO system of 
financial/ESG/SDG KPIs, then fine-tuned by using the SDG Action Manager 
– platform launched by the United Nations Global Compact and B LAN to 
which Way2Global made an active contribution through its advisory services in 
relation to SDG#5 – and integrating with the B Impact Assessment.

These two tools have also enabled the company to gain significant awareness 
of the strengths and weaknesses of its business.
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INTEGRATION IN STRATEGY AND PLANNING

The 78% of the companies that filled in the questionnaire declared that they are 
integrating the SDGs in their strategy and strategic planning and/or that they intend to 
do so.

Also, in this case, different strategies have been implemented. Although this is a complex 
activity, many small companies confirm that they have firmly committed to integrating 
the 2030 Agenda in their strategies. Many of these companies identify and implement 
a well-structured strategy to attain the objectives of this phase. By contrast, in other 
cases, the 2030 Agenda is integrated in the business through a process defined by 
many as natural. Few small companies, by contrast, deal with monitoring activities, or 
identifying indicators capable of measuring the impact of company performances on 
the SDGs.

[AlmaLaurea Srl – Personnel intermediation, recruitment 
and selection] “We aim to structure a new 2021-2023 mandate 
plan which includes the SDGs. This represents, for us, a huge 
experiment in terms of integration of the SDGs in our business 
strategy”.

[CAAB – Agri-food sector and service company] “In 2012, 
we changed our company strategy by planning activities with 
a view to continuous improvement. The management annually 
identifies the objectives to be achieved to contribute to national/
global sustainable development. We also conduct monitoring, by 
drafting monthly reports on energy consumption, waste disposal 
and food waste”.

[Fattor Comune Società Benefit – Innovation, digital 
transformation, events]  “The SDGs have been integrated in the 
company strategy and planning by defining what to do, how, with 
whom and the expected results. The involvement of stakeholders 
and, in particular, the whole local community, has been essential.

Many medium-sized companies are firmly committed to realising this third phase. One 
particular area of improvement over small companies is monitoring activities: different 
companies establish indicators able to verify the company’s performance with respect to 
the attainment of one or more of the Sustainable Development Goals. In this case, different 
tools are used, but the majority use a KPI monitoring system or standards set forth by the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). A small number of companies use tools like the Carbon 
footprint or Water footprint to monitor the more environment-related aspects.
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[Fri-El Greenhouse – Food Industry]  “The SDGs have been 
integrated in the company strategy and planning. We are able 
to measure the impact of company performances on the SDGs 
through tools like Carbon Footprint, Water Footprint and Friend 
of the Earth certification”.

[Romagna Acque – Water sector]  “To contribute to reaching 
the SDGs, we always focus attention on the actions implemented, 
by bearing in mind the objectives and sub-objectives of the 
reference SDGs. Elements that can be verified, measured and 
compared over time have been identified, in order to monitor 
their performances and implement the corrective actions if 
necessary”.

Many large companies that have taken part in the initiative integrate the SDGs in their 
business or intend to do so soon. To do this, many of these companies are committed to 
establishing a link between the business plan and the sustainability plan. The monitoring 
indicators used are similar to those indicated for medium-sized companies, while special 
attention is focussed on the involvement of stakeholders and, in particular, the top 
management, in order to realise this phase. 

[Unipol Group – Insurance sector]     “During the phase of strategic 
planning, all lines of action connected to the core business have 
been analysed by the Sustainability team, in order to identify 
the areas where sustainability can be a tool for creating shared 
value. We have also identified some areas in which our strategy, 
geared towards sustainability and the creation of shared value, 
generates positive social, economic and environmental impacts, 
and we have defined a model that calculates the value of these 
impacts in economic terms”.

The strategy and the path taken by the Consorzio Nazionale Servizi and the Hera Group to 
integrate the 2030 Agenda in their strategy and planning are presented below. 
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CONSORZIO NAZIONALE SERVIZI  

CNS - Consorzio Nazionale Servizi – is a consortium of cooperatives specialised 
in the provision of services, belonging to the world of cooperation.

CNS has established a process towards full integration of a sustainability 
strategy, with a view to the responsible development of activities that are both 
consistent with the mutualistic and cooperative principles, together with the 
commitment to pursue the objectives of the UN 2030 Agenda. The positioning 
of sustainability as a strategic direction has been structured, over the last few 
years, into four main initiatives:

•	 the establishment of an internal work group for the monitoring of 
sustainability strategies, policies and actions;

•	 the development of the Sustainability Plan for the definition of the short, 
medium and long-term objectives to be pursued, the timescales for 
reaching them, the company personnel responsible for them and the KPIs 
for monitoring activity;

•	 the disclosure of non-financial data, carried out annually;
•	 involvement of all stakeholders. This aspect has become a distinctive trait 

of the Consortium’s work.

The adoption of a shared and joint planning approach has been a determining 
factor in constructing this process.

GRUPPO HERA  
The Hera Group is an Italian multi-utility that works in environmental, water and energy 
services.

The sustainability and shared value creation objectives of the Hera Group, 
reported in the 2019 Sustainability Report, were defined with reference to the planning 
and control tools used: the 2019-2023 business plan, 2020 budget and 2020 balanced 
scorecard.

For Hera, the creation of shared value is the result of all the business activities 
that generate operating margins and meet the drivers of the “global agenda”, 
i.e. “calls to action” for change for the areas within its responsibility, set out by 
global, European, national and local policies. In this way, Hera helps to increase its 
“shared value” Gross Operating Profit.

The economic growth targets are therefore defined by protecting the financial 
equilibrium and renewing attention on the projects and actions that bring 
benefits for the company and, simultaneously, contribute to the attainment of 
the objectives of the UN 2030 Agenda applicable to Hera’s activities, in 
particular, 11 of the 17 targets. In that sense, 70% of the expected growth 
in the business plan will derive from projects targeted at meeting this 
“call to action”, helping the “shared value” Gross Operating Profit hit Euro 525 
million in 2023 (42% of the overall Gross Operating Profit).

During the 2019 Budget process, 37 priority projects were defined to reach the 29 
strategic objectives present in the 2020-2023 Strategic Map, aimed at creating value 
for the company and for the stakeholders in the long-term. The Strategic Map also 
includes the objectives of the UN Agenda and the objective of increasing the “shared 
value” Gross Operating Profit: of the 37 priority projects assigned to members of the 
management review Committee, 22 were in the areas of creating shared value.
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REPORTING

The reporting phase is the most critical of the five phases of the process as many companies 
still choose not to engage in non-financial reporting. This is true, in particular, at small 
companies: from the 14 small companies who responded to the questionnaire, only 3 draft 
a Sustainability Report.

The number rises if we consider medium-sized companies: the majority of these 
companies draft the Sustainability Report and in doing so choose to use the 2030 Agenda 
as the framework. The Sustainable Development Goals are also useful in developing the 
company’s materiality matrix.

[Coopfond – Financial sector]    “Our materiality matrix was created 
thanks to dialogue on relevant issues with our stakeholders, the 
management, the techno-structure and the financial partners, in 
particular, by taking note of their perceptions with respect to our 
action priorities, ranked with a score of 1 to 5.

[Marchesini Group – Engineering industry] “The SDGs are used 
as a framework for sustainability reporting thanks to reconciliation 
between the provisions of the GRI Standards and the Global 
Compact”. 

All large companies that filled in the form publish a non-financial report and the majority 
of these declare that the SDGs are the reference point for drafting precise and well-
structured reports. The Sustainable Development Goals are also useful in creating the 
materiality matrix.

[IMA - Automatic Machines Industry]  “The SDGs are connected 
to the pillars of the Group’s sustainability policy. Therefore, they 
have been correlated to the material topics and the reporting 
areas required by European and Italian legislation on non-financial 
reporting. The Sustainability Report makes it possible to verify 
which of IMA’s impacts contribute to the SDGs considered in the 
initial phase envisaged for the updating of the materiality matrix. 
In particular, based on the “tree structure” of the themes to be 
assessed internally and by the stakeholders, we have analysed 
the SDGs and identified the most relevant, to which IMA can make 
its biggest contribution”.

[Philip Morris Italia – Tobacco industry]  “In 2020, the first local 
Materiality Analysis was performed.  The analysis included both 
environmental and social sustainability questions, to understand 
the priority that stakeholders, employees, consumers, suppliers, 
partners and farmers give to the aforementioned themes about 
to our activities. The result will be essential in defining the 2021 
strategy”.
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[Rekeep – Integrated Facility Management] “The SDGs are 
one of the references in the preparation and drafting of our 
Sustainability Report and materiality analysis. For each material 
issue, the decision has been taken to indicate, where present, the 
contribution in relation to the specific SDG, also referencing the 
precise reporting of the sub-objective(s) to which the biggest 
contribution is made. The 2030 Agenda is also used in stakeholder 
engagement activities, which, in turn, contribute to the definition 
of the materiality matrix”.

Two companies have been selected below that are committed to realising this 
phase. In particular, Bper Banca emphasises the importance of the 2030 Agenda as 
a framework for non-financial reporting, while Iren focuses on the SDGs as a tool for 
creating its materiality matrix.

BPER BANCA

Bper Banca is an Italian national bank.

In line with the indications of the 2019-2021 Business Plan and in the 
Sustainability Plan, Bper Banca has incorporated sustainability reporting 
within the framework of the 2030 Agenda by underlining the close 
relationship between the pursuit of the business objectives and 
sustainability targets. In particular, the Sustainability Report indicates the 
SDGs that the Group has decided to pursue and describes the activities 
implemented to achieve them.

The Group’s commitment to supporting the Sustainable Development Goals 
is also confirmed by the presence of these goals in the internal regulation 
“BPER Group environmental commitments” and in the drafting of the 
Sustainability Policy.

IREN SPA 

Iren SpA is multi-utility operating in Italy.

Iren uses the 2030 Agenda as a framework for sustainability reporting. In 
particular, the materiality matrix is oriented based on the provisions of the 
SDGs. The identification of the material themes, the result of a process that has 
involved the management and external stakeholders, stems from an analysis of 
the scenario and of prospects, in which the SGDs constitute a key element. After 
having identified the material themes, the decision was taken to highlight the 
direct link with SDGs and to report the activities carried out and the results 
reached in favour of the Sustainable Development Goals through quantitative 
metrics aligned to international reporting standards.
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COMMUNICATION 

The phase that concludes the process is communication of the company initiatives in 
favour of the 2030 Agenda. The majority of companies that responded to the survey 
believe that communication is a highly strategic activity and an excellent tool for 
increasing the awareness of both internal and external stakeholders of the importance of 
the 2030 Agenda.

There are some differences between the approach of companies with a small number 
of employees and large companies. Almost all small companies that filled in the form 
disseminate and communicate the activities targeted at the SDGs both within and outside 
the company. Internal communication is often informal and, given there are a few 
employees, they are often aware and up-to-date regarding the company’s commitment to 
pursue the Sustainable Development Goals. As regards external communication, digital 
tools like social networks are used increasingly more, but many companies still prefer 
direct and informal context with external stakeholders.
 

[Braida srl SM – Manufacturing of chairs and furniture]  
“Internal communication is based on daily personal and open 
dialogue with all employees where ideas and prospects are shared. 
We are increasing our presence on social media, but e-mails, 
phone calls and personal meetings, which recently have been 
shifted, unfortunately, to predominantly web-based platforms, 
remain essential for us. We also plan to establish information-
sharing opportunities with customers, the players in our sector 
and schools, which will help us to develop the project “Furniture 
for the Future”, based on the circular economy and social 
responsibility principles. Our participation in the association 
Animaimpresa is also important, which has enabled us to be 
more aware of these issues and has helped us to transform into 
a Benefit Company, which took place on 26 October 2020”.

[emmeBo – Production of products and provision of family-
friendly services]  “The company has a channel dedicated to 
the transmission of company welfare contents and the activities 
carried out by said company as a social commitment. External 
communication, by contrast, takes place through the site, social 
media and the implementation of good practices that we carry 
out in the local area. We also participate in non-profit tenders and 
activities and have been interviewed by local newspapers”.

Use is still made, in medium-sized companies, of physical meetings to discuss and 
disseminate the company initiatives targeted at the 2030 Agenda, even if many prefer other 
more digital channels like e-mail or internal systems. By contrast, external communication 
is also pushed through social channels and public events organised by the company to 
communicate with and increase the awareness of stakeholders.
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[Social cooperative Abantu – Human promotion and social 
integration of citizens]  “We organise periodic internal meetings 
during which we present the progress of projects and share 
strengths and weaknesses, in the search for a shared vision and 
objectives. Physical meetings are used because the personnel 
involved in the project have different cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds, therefore, the physical meeting simplifies the 
obstacles that may be encountered in that regard. External 
communication is also fundamental to increase the awareness 
of the local community in which we operate. In order to do this, 
periodic events are organised open to the public and activities 
are promoted through the site and social channels”.

Lastly, at large companies, communication is focussed primarily externally by using 
social media. The Sustainability Report is the most widely used tool to disseminate 
these themes, given that for many, it represents both a planning a tool and a way of 
communicating with internal stakeholders, but also external stakeholders. Besides, in 
some cases, an innovative approach is taken to disseminating awareness, such as the 
local circulation of a corporate newspaper which encapsulates some relevant activities 
and themes and training targeted at employees to raise greater awareness

[Coop Italia – GDO]  “L’andamento delle principali attività di Coop 
collegate ai temi inerenti agli SDGs è oggetto di comunicazioni 
all’interno delle varie strutture del sistema Coop e tra le varie 
strutture dello stesso. I canali utilizzati possono variare in funzione 
delle necessità e comprendere incontri a tema, comunicazioni, 
presentazioni, ecc. e sono efficaci per coinvolgere i colleghi che 
lavorano in diversi ambiti. La comunicazione esterna, invece, 
avviene prevalentemente attraverso convegnistica e la diffusione 
dei Bilanci/Rapporti di sostenibilità.” 

[Coopservice – Integrated facility management] “Riteniamo 
fondamentale in termini di strategia di comunicazione, migliorare 
la consapevolezza dei dipendenti sui temi dell’Agenda 2030 e 
diffondere le buone pratiche adottate dall’azienda per rispondere 
agli SDGs. Per tale ragione pubblichiamo periodicamente 
notizie e articoli per raccontare il nostro impegno verso gli 
Obiettivi dell’Agenda 2030 sulla APP Community riservata ai 
soci e ai dipendenti e nella pagina Facebook, che pur essendo 
pubblica, conta un gran numero di lavoratori tra i suoi follower. 
Esternamente, invece, la comunicazione è focalizzata sul Report 
Integrato e sulla pubblicazione di un magazine online – Think 
Magazine – all’interno del quale dedichiamo ampio spazio di 
approfondimento ai temi dell’Agenda 2030”.
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[Tper – Public Transport]  “The Sustainability Report is 
considered an essential tool for communicating our activities 
both internally and externally. The Sustainability Report – 
as a non-financial statement – is also circulated to financial 
stakeholders (e.g. Consob and Dublin Stock Exchange). Lastly, 
in-house training initiatives are implemented. These tools enable, 
respectively, extensive dissemination and in-depth analysis of 
the relevant themes”.

The strategies and tools implemented in the field by three companies to communicate, 
internally and externally, the activities targeted at the 2030 Agenda are presented below.  

CADIAI 

CADIAI is a Social Cooperative that provides people with socio-healthcare and 
educational services.

CADIAI communicates the activities relating to the SDGs both internally and 
externally through the dissemination of the corporate newspaper, training 
courses, website and social channels and, lastly, through the circulation of 
the Sustainability Report, which shows in graph form which activities of the 
Cooperative are consistent with attainment of the 2030 Agenda objectives.

Communication is understood as a transparency tool regarding the work 
of the Cooperative carried out vis-à-vis members, workers and external 
stakeholders. The main objective is to raise awareness of all stakeholders with 
respect to the impact that Cadiai’s daily activities have on the SDGs.

COOPERATIVA ANSALONI

The Ansaloni Building Cooperative was formed in 1948 to meet the housing 
needs of its members through the assignment of permanent or temporary 
housing.

The employees participate in the analysis and drafting of the Sustainability 
Report together with the governance and the creative agency which oversees 
the management of communication. In fact, through “extended governance” 
methods, an ad hoc work committee has been set up for the annual drafting 
of the Sustainability Report, composed of a number of employees from the 
structure and members that, at the time of renewal of the Cooperative’s bodies, 
ask to be part of the committee. The employees and members are therefore 
involved through ad hoc meetings, conference calls and the dissemination 
of information and training materials. The involvement of members and 
employees represents strategic action for the structure, in order to obtain new 
contributions through actions involving the social base of the Cooperative.
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ENAV

ENAV is the company that manages civilian air traffic in Italy.

The company internally communicates the activities relating to the SGDs, in 
particular thanks to the work of the sustainability ambassadors, who are 
constantly updated on developments in sustainability activities and act not only 
as promoters of new ideas but spokespersons for the rest of the company that 
can, nonetheless, find all news on the Group’s intranet. All work and projects on 
sustainability are presented organically during the sustainability day, an annual 
event that involves not only the top management but all employees who can 
take part and follow proceedings in streaming mode, including external guests.

As regards external communication, ENAV, through its press office, outlines 
its initiatives ranging from its sustainability approach to ESG aspects, by 
exploiting social channels and all opportunities strategically created on all 
general-interest and industry media.

All projects, from initiatives on climate change to governance and social 
initiatives, including the Sustainability Report, awards and various news items, 
are published on the institutional site, on the Group’s social channels and on 
the dedicated site (sustainability.enav.it).

Furthermore, the company constantly participates in the different forums and 
public events dedicated to the theme of sustainability.

The external communication of sustainability is instead channelled through the 
Sustainability Report, which is mentioned in the Cooperative’s house organ 
(sent to all members’ homes) with specific articles on the report and on the 
sustainable actions of the Cooperative. The Sustainability Report is published 
in full on the cooperative’s website, and social media and the dedicated 
newsletter emphasized it.
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THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

The majority of companies that responded to the initiative declared that the Covid-19 
pandemic has impacted the process undertaken to pursue the 2030 Agenda. In particular, 
many of these companies are experiencing change, given that some objectives that were 
not previously considered relevant for the business have now become vital. One of the 
objectives of the 2030 Agenda that was re-assessed within the companies was Goal 3: 
Health and Well-being, especially as regards their employees. Initiatives in favour of 
women have also become more important, especially those affected by the pandemic, and 
those aimed at digitalisation, which are accelerating rapidly at present.

Lastly, various companies have highlighted that the Covid-19 emergency has strengthened 
the company’s strategic approach to sustainability, therefore confirming the path taken. 
In fact, for some companies, the process of sustainable development represents the 
response to the crisis we are currently experiencing.

[Coop Alleanza 3.0 – Large-scale retail trade]  “The Covid-19 
pandemic has led, on the one hand, to an acceleration of the 
initiatives and projects connected with the digitalisation of 
some activities linked with the company’s core business, with a 
positive impact on the objectives related to the reduction in the 
environmental impact and employee well-being. On the other, it 
has been necessary to rethink many of the social activities and 
opportunities for participation, by identifying new methods. In 
general, the actions and objectives identified in the Sustainability 
Plan have been partially redefined”.

[Camst Group – Collective catering / facility management] 
“The issue of health and safety – both of workers and customers 
– has become a priority. The Management has decided that 
the new business plan will include sustainability and SDGs as 
drivers for the definition of business objectives, especially in 
consideration of the impact of the Covid-19 emergency on the 
strategic and operating scenarios”.

[Iren Group – Multi-utility] “The Covid-19 emergency has 
reinforced the focus on sustainability, which Iren has already 
incorporated as a pillar of its strategic approach. In fact, the 
pandemic has highlighted how the environmental, social, 
economic and governance aspects are closely related and 
how the path to sustainable development encapsulates the 
integration of all these elements. For this reason, we confirm the 
process undertaken with a major focus also on digitalisation as 
an enabling tool”.
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THE COMPANIES THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE INITIATIVE

Impronta Etica thanks all 49 companies that decided to fill in the form for the collection of 
good practices. 
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ANNEX 1 
FORM FOR THE COLLECTION 

OF GOOD PRACTICES AIMED AT 
IMPLEMENTING THE 2030 AGENDA



GENERAL COMPANY INFORMATION                                                                                               

Company’s name: 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Country:

______________________________________________________________________________________

Contact person for filling in the questionnaire

______________________________________________________________________________________

Company’s sector:

______________________________________________________________________________________

Company’s size:

Small organization  

Medium organization 

Big organization

Link to home page:__________________________________________________________________

GOOD PRACTICES AIMED AT IMPLEMENTING THE 2030 AGENDA                                                                           

FASE 1: AWARENESS 
The first step of this process considers the importance to know the content of the 
17 Goals. It is very important to scroll through all 169 targets in detail to understand 
which Goals can be relevant for the company and how the company can determine 
an impact.

1.1 Does your company believe that sustainability is an important and strategic 
element for the competitiveness of its business? 

Yes

No
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1.1.1  If yes, what are the most strategic themes/strategies/orientations on which your 
company focuses (e.g. sustainable finance, climate change, corporate welfare ...)?

1.2   On a scale from 0 to 5, what is your company’s overall knowledge of the SDGs?

1.3  On a scale from 0 to 5, how much does your company believe that the 2030 
Agenda can bring benefits in terms of corporate competitiveness? Please motivate 
your answer.

1.4  Has your company implemented activities/initiatives/experience to achieve one 
or more SDGs? 

Yes

No

1.4.1  If yes, which SDGs are involve?

1,4.2  For which reasons your company has implemented these activities? 

1.5 Additional comments regarding the strategy implemented to carry out the 
“AWARENESS” phase
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FASE 2: INTERNAL ANALYSIS

The second step considers the internal analysis. This step  allows companies to 
understand which are the most relevant SDGs for them, which are the areas of 
greatest impact and which are the corporate goals to be reached in strategic 
terms. 

2.1   Has your company identified which SDGs are most relevant? 

Yes

No

2.1.1  If yes, how?

2.2  Has the company identified what are the goals to be reached in strategic terms 
for each relevant SDGs?

Yes

No

2.2.1 If yes, how?

2.3   Have any innovations (in product/service or process) been made to achieve the 
SDGs?

    Yes

No

2.3.1  If yes, specify the activities or process activated and which opportunity your 
company achieved.  

2.4 Additional comments regarding the strategy implemented to carry out the 
“INTERNAL ANALYSIS” phase
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FASE 3: INTEGRATION IN THE STRATEGY AND PLANNING

The third step considers the integration of the SDGs into the strategy. This is 
possible if the companies define their priorities, goals, actions, and indicators for 
monitoring.

3.1  Have SDGs been integrated into your corporate strategy?
 

Yes

No

3.1.1  If yes, how? 

3.2  Has your company identified indicators capable of measuring the impact of 
company performance on SDGs? 

Yes

No

3.2.1  If yes, how were they identified? 

3.3 Additional comments regarding the strategy implemented to carry out the 
“INTEGRATION IN THE STRATEGY AND PLANNING” phase
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FASE 4: REPORTING 

L’Agenda 2030 e i 17 SDGs sono un possibile framework di riferimento anche per 
la rendicontazione di sostenibilità. È infatti possibile utilizzare gli SDGs sia in fase 
di definizione dei contenuti, quindi tenendoli in considerazione nell’elaborazione 
della matrice di materialità, sia come riferimento per la descrizione degli impatti 
raggiunti e degli obiettivi fissati.

4.1  Are SDGs used as a framework for the non financial reporting (description of 
activities, results achieved, impacts, etc.)? 

Yes

No

4.1.1  If yes, briefly describe your strategy...

4.2  Are the Goals used for the materiality process?

Yes

No

4.2.1  If yes, briefly describe your strategy.

4.3  Additional comments regarding the strategy implemented to carry out the 
“REPORTING” phase
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FASE 5:  COMMUNICATION

Good communication on the SDGs and related activities raises the awareness 
of the stakeholders and enhancing the company itself. To increase the interest 
and involvement of all stakeholders, it is necessary to integrate the SDGs into 
the strategy and then communicate internally and externally - using effective 
communication channels - how the company contributes to the SDGs with its 
products and services. It is also useful to create promotional campaigns that 
involve stakeholders in specific projects/activities.  

5.1   Does the company communicate its SDG activities internally? 

Yes

No

5.1.1  If yes, what communication strategies have been adopted?

5.1.2  Which communication channels are used? Why did you choose these channels?

5.2  Does the company communicate its SDG activities externally? 

Yes

No

5.2.1  If yes, what communication strategies have been adopted?

5.2.2  Which communication channels are used? Why did you choose these channels?

5.3 Additional comments regarding the strategy implemented to carry out the 
“COMMUNICATION” phase
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19

This final section is not part of the project itself but Impronta Etica has considered 
necessary to understand better the impact that the crisis due Covid-19 is having 
on the implementation of the SDGs within of companies.

6.1   How did Covid-19 impact the path taken by your company to pursue the 2030 
Agenda?

6.2   Have the SDGs priorities identified initially changed?

Yes

No

6.2.1  If yes, briefly describe how your priorities have evolved.
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